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Preface to the Series

The RIKEN BNL Research Center (RBRC) was established in April 1997 at
Brookhaven National Laboratory. It is funded by the "Rikagaku Kenkyusho" (RIKEN,
The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research) of Japan. The Memorandum of
Understanding between RIKEN and BNL, initiated in 1997, has been renewed in 2002 and
again in 2007. The Center is dedicated to the study of strong interactions, including spin
physics, lattice QCD, and RHIC physics through the nurturing of a new generation of
young physicists.

The RBRC has both a theory and experimental component. The RBRC Theory
Group and the RBRC Experimental Group consists of a total of 25-30 researchers.
Positions include the following: full time RBRC Fellow, half-time RHIC Physics Fellow,
and full-time, post-doctoral Research Associate. The RHIC Physics Fellows hold joint
appointments with RBRC and other institutions and have tenure track positions at their
respective universities or BNL. To date,RBRC has -,100 graduates of which 27 theorists
and 14 experimenters have attained tenure positions at major institutions worldwide.

Beginning in 2001 a new RIKEN Spin Program (RSP) category was implemented 'at
RBRC. These appointments are joint positions of RBRC and RIKEN and include the
following positions in theory and experiment: RSP Researchers, RSP Research Associates,
and Young Researchers, who are mentored by senior RBRC Scientists. A number of
RIKEN Jr. Research Associates and Visiting Scientists also 'contribute to the physics
program at the Center.

RBRC has an active workshop program on strong interaction physics with each
workshop focused on a specific physics problem. In most cases all the talks are made
available on the RBRC website. In addition, highlights to each speaker's presentation are
collected to form proceedings which can therefore be made available within a short time
after the workshop. To date there are one hundred and four proceeding volumes available.

A 10 teraflopsRBRC QCDOC computer funded by RIKEN, Japan, was unveiled at
a dedication ceremony at BNL on May 26, 2005. This supercomputer was designed and
built by individuals from Columbia University, IBM, BNL, RBRC, and the University of
Edinburgh,with the U.S. D.O.E. Office of Science providing infrastructure support at
BNL. Physics results were reported at the RBRC QCDOC Symposium following the
dedication. QCDSP, a 0.6 teraflops parallel processor, dedicated to lattice QCD, was begun
at the Center on February 19, 1998, was completed on August 28, 1998, and was
decommissioned in 2006. It was awarded the Gordon Bell Prize for price performance in
1998. The next generation computer in this sequence, QCDCQ (400 Teraflops), will
become operational in the winter of 2011.

N. P. Samios, Director
October 2011

*Work performed under the auspices ofU.S.D.O.E. Contract No. DE-AC02-98CHI0886.
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Introduction

The workshop on opportunities for polarized He-3 in RHIC
and EIC was targeted at finding practical ways of
implementing and using polarized He-3 beams. Polarized
He-3 beams will provide the unique opportunity for first
measurements, i.e, to a full quark flavor separation
measuring single spin asymmetries for pi+, pi- and piO in
hadron-hadron collisions. In electron ion collisions the
combination of data recorded with polarized electron
proton/He-3 beams allows to determine the quark flavor
separated helicity and transverse momentum distributions.

The workshop had sessions on polarized He-3 sources, the
physics of colliding polarized He-3 beams, polarimetry,
and beam acceleration in the AGS Booster, AGS, RHIC,
and ELIC. The material presented at the workshop will
allow making plans for the implementation ofpolarized
He-3 beams in RHIC.
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Works.hop goals

"Weare planning a workshop to explore the opportunities for polarized
He-3 in RHIC and EIC. The workshop is targeted at finding practical
ways of implementing and using polarized He-3 beams. Polarized He
3 beams will provide the unique opportunity for first measurements,
i. . to a full quark flavor separation measuring single spin asymmetries
for p+, p and p? in hadron-hadron collisions. In electron ion collisions
the combination of data recorded with polarized electron proton/l-ie-S
beams allows to determine the quark flavor separated helicity and '
transverse momentum-distributions." N

Can we have colliding 3Heh beams in

Need a plan with mil

Wolfram Fischer

IC within 3-4 yearsK
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tones.
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Why now.
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Decadal planning process in full swing

Pol
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Aschenauer Workshop, BNL, 2011 2
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polarized protons - luminosit
lari •

I

• <P> increased from 37% to
46% at 250 GeV in Run-l1
still significant effort needed to
reach goal of 70%
also for 100GeV Beams

significant
in luminosity at

efore electro

•Incr
1
lenses

• I:xpec

• Building blocks for pp design
luminosity at 250 GeV
demonstrated in Run-9 an
un-II

need to be put together
plans to go beyond

p.....l

Aschenauer He-3 Workshop, BNL, September 2011 5
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Polarized He-3 production, storage and transport
.._arpuk

of PhYsics, University of Mainz, eermany
.,.puk@uni-mainz. de

Polarization of 3He by optical pumping techniques is well known since the
early 1960s with first applications in fundamental physics experiments.

The polarization apparatus in Mainz is based on the method of optical
pumping of metastable 3He atoms in a weak gas discharge at a gas pressure of
about 1 mbar. Our concept of production of the hyperpolarized 3He includes a
remote type of operation, where the 3He is spin-polarized in a central production
facility from where it is transported to users. The hyperpolarized 3He is stored
and transported in relaxation-poor glass vessels, which are blown from specially
developed iron free glass. Without internal coating, polarization decay times of up
to 250h are observed, sufficient for shipping the hyperpolarized gas all around
the world using specially designed transport units, which provide a homogeneously
magnetic field to guide the spins. After usage the 3He gas can be recovered, the
transport vessels are refilled with freshly polarized gas and the cycle starts
again.

The current status of the polarization apparatus as well as storage,
administration and recovery will be presented.
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3He polarizer in Mainz
SAES Getter

ri~ation I :=> 8o-fieldmiter
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Reservoir

dichroic

/mirror

Optical pumping cells (OPC)
2x 15W
fibre-laser

I II~

transportablc
3He-cell
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compression volume

TP 1TP2

hydraulic
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Central production: storage and
transport I

~

0\

10 surface-coating
10 time-consuming bake-out procedure

• high Tj-reproductbthty after re-use

iron-free aluminosilicate-glass flasks
( GE-1.80 ) on special demand from
Schott Duran Group Mainz

Volume: V ~ 1,1 litre
Transport pressure: p = 2.7 bars
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Central production: storage and
. transport II

1 1 1 1-- + +1: 1:grad 1:wall 1:dd
1 .1 1 1

G. D. Cates, S.R. Schaefer,
and W Happer, Phys. Rev.
A 37, 2877 (1988)

grad[h] ~ 1 p[bar] tr:' J
6900 G;[cm-2

] 1 oc G2
r
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S.Hiebel, T.GroBmann, D.Kiselev,
J.Schmiedeskamp, Y.Gusev, W.Heil, S.Karpuk,
J.Krimmer, E.W.Otten, Z.Salhi "Magnetized boxes
for housing polarized spins in homogeneous fields",
Journal of Magnetic Resonance 204 (2010) 37-49

Magnetically shielded
transport box

IgradB/B I <10-3/cm =>
Ttgrad > 400 h (@2.7 bar)



Summary

> Concept of central production .: of the
hyperpolarized 3He:

He production facility, storage and
~ ransport, gas administration, 3He recover)'
00

~ Applications of hyperpolarized 3He in
.Jfferent fields of physics and applied

•scrence





2. Upgrade of a low field polarizer

~, ~ ~ § R
~:;

Telescope"7

• Desiqnsirntlar to ProtlabinParis

• More homogeneous gUiding field

• NewN~lR mere sensitive ana calibrated
with opticalabsorption method

• New storage cell (longer 11), OP cell

• New Laser10W Keopsys

• New design otperistaltic compressor
hifJt1~r efficiency, easier to replace tube

• 30% < M < 400/0

• Gas 'flow: 3 < f < 5 sec/min

~ 2-4 min .for rat,=> 1h for human

Aesults.aceefllted ferpublleatlon in Oflltioa
appllcata

guunem Collier 2



r:r::rtiJdies at high magnetic field

magnetic field !

P*p ~ 90

Previous results published in Nikiel al in
2007 (67 rnbar):



dies at high magnetic field

4

Experimental setup, data
analysis and dependence
wtthmaqnettc fieldto be
published soon!

•

dependence "* 67 rnbar

• o 32 rnbar60..t 0

50J *
0.640

~ 0.5f'O,: • Mstat increases with0 '" ' .N 30 ~ :; 0.4 '~, .......'••'....~ magnetic field !N E 0.3 1( ......,',.~ ..

20~ 0 "*
; 0.2

1
~>'<~ • But efficiency decreases,

hyperfine decouplinq slows
0.1

I

*
f .. I

I '
10-1 0.0 1.5 3.0 4.5 down the build-up process.

0 .00
B [T]
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25% increaseof Mstat
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• I ievelopment of a design concept to produce polariz
3He++ using existing EBIS

• In the process of putting together a laboratory on the
MIT campus to support the realization of this sourc

Charles Epstein and Richard Milner

Work supported by:

• The DOE Office of Nuclear Physics, R&D Program for Next Generation Nuclear Physics

Accelerator Facilities With thanks to: J Alessi, G Col/ier,
• MIT Department of Physics D. Kleppner, P-J Nacher, A Pikin

Richard 1'1....... " ...

BNL
'-="nt-"VY\nL"\r' 28} 2011
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Goal

• ~ 3xl012 /sec (500 particle nA), 70% polarized 3He++ into RH.IC

• To produce a polarized 3He++ source using the existing
Electron Beam Ionization Source.. (EBIS) at BNL

• Requires a source of polarized 3He atoms which are directed

into the EBIS

• Pulsed structure: ~ 1 second pulse, ~ 3 seconds off

Richard Milner
BNL

September 28} 2011
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·URE4. layout showingdefinition of variables

"''-Incept

• Locate 3He gas in a glass pumping cell in the fringe field of
the EBIS solenoid (field 'V 0.1 Tesla)

• Polarize gas at 'V 1 torr pressure in pumping cell using
metastability exchange optical pumping

• Measure polarization in pumping cell using pump-probe
techniaue

• Feed polarized atoms via calibrated leak in pumping cell
along tube into EBIS

• ulan to test concept by collecting sample of atoms at end of
beam tube and measuring their polarization usine: NM

BNL
""~""',"~III""~1 2011



Details

2 mm dla., 1 meter length

N
00

R

1 mbar
S. 0.1 mm dia., 3 mm length

=10-7 torr

FIGURE4. Schematic layout show.ing definition ofvariables

• ~ 106 bounces in 1 meter long transfer tube
• Negligible wall depolarization
• Transfer time ~ 1 msec
• Configure test where polarized atoms are contained in storage cell at

the end of the transfer line - can measure the loss of polarization using
NMR

Richard Milner
BNL

September 28, 2011



aenetic Field radie

• ~ 0.1T Field outside EBIS (solenoid fringe)

• Contains strong gradients, depolarization in ~ 1 second

• I ancellationcoil is necessary to prevent quick deoolarization

~QII

schematic (not to Beale)

_SaIInaId

FIGURE 5-

'-
',.."'....UnI.~._~_.._.._-~.

Ui,..h ............. Milner BNL
Cnn+nrnhn...
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Major tasks ahead

• Polarize sealed cells: V~100cm3 to P~80%

• Develop feed system with a calibrated leak

• Develop pump-probe measurement of polarization

• Construct test at BNL using EBIS solenoid

• Measure polarization of sample of atoms using NMR

Richard Milner
BNL

September 281 2011
6



Polarized He-3 Beams from EBIS

Jim Alessi, E. Beebe, S. Pikin,
D. Raparia, A. Zelenski

Also help/slides from R. Milner, F. Simons, C. Epstein; MIT,
~ Bates

Brief overview / status of EBIS

Options for polarized He-3

E....·..··ii ---:--.



EBIS Status
....
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•

•

•

- Rhic EBIS and all systems making up the new EBIS preinjector are
operating.

- EBIS has delivered beams routinely to Booster for NSRL Biology

- 38 days; He2+, Ne5+, Ar10+, Fe20+, and Ti18+

-EBIS has operated above its design value of 10A electron beam (12A).

Extracted ion charge with He gas injection reached 850/0 of the electron
charge in the trap

Intensity at Booster input has met the project goals, but several
improvements are being implemented to reach the required intensity at
Booster extraction. (MEBT steering, additional matching quad at
Booster input, and increased gap of the inflector).

Ion intensity at electron beam -10A is being worked up to the design
goal this fall forU4o+ , AU32+ and CU11+ for RHIC in FY2012

E
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300 keVin

Ions_ ..........

Q/m I

Current I>
l0-40ms (few-turn injection)

5



Principle of EBIS Operation

"""'M

Highly
Charged
Ion Bea

on ExtractorElectron
Collector

Superconducting
Solenoid Drift Tubes

\

---------------" +20 kV
(& trapping voltages)

.. " • -. i. .. . - . .. ..... -" .. - ' .. t ..... ,~. '. '!~' ~~ .....~ •

~. e:; ~.~ ~¥.~ ~ 6"~"~'''6''''~ ~ ..~ c::::J c=:2 ~~•••~••••• , ~ c::=J~~
.::-:... :::=.... OkV

OkV -lOkV i
Primary Ion

Bealn

.' .#I;'-i\;'l . Ii.

~~

I/(j~

-10 kV +40 kV

Electron Gun

Radial trapping of ions by the space charge of the electron beam.
Axial trapping by applied electrostatic potentials at ends of trap.

• The total charge of ions extracted per pulse is IV (0.5 - 0.8) x ( # electrons in the trap)
• Ion output per pulse is proportional to the trap length and electron current.
• Ion charge state increases with increasing confinement time.

. • Output current pulse is Ail independent of species or charge state!

E·~·•. ••.•....••..•.•.••••...•.•··.J..l.*.}.~M.~~.l.:.*.:MI~.;.mi.®,.=-.I.l.:t.:!.:t.:t.~l.:;.:~.:t.:t.:1M.mM.·f:~.
-.:. " I'



Ion Yields from Rhic EBIS (and Test EBIS)
r=' - _u . ___ _ __u__ _ _ I
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GJ•'"rno 2

2 4 6 8

Test EBIS

~RHICEBIS

RHICEBIS He

RHICEBISALI

II RHICEBI-S Fe

~ RHICCOIS Ne

ElectronBeamCurrent (A)

-Output scaled with trap length (Test EBIS vs. RHIC EBIS)
-Output scales with electron beam

Gold produced in RHIC EBIS for 9 & 10 Amps has not yet been optimized
( It is expected to follow the trend for electron beams up to 7.6A).
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IS is operational

ing EBIS as an ionizer for polarized He-3 looks
feasible, but can be demonstrated with some
relatively straightforward experiments (1 year?)

There are solutions for the spin precession after the
linac

f th beam at injection into the Booster i
lower th n what has previously been done - do we
need to test this? (try injecting protons from EBI )
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Production of polarized 3He++ beam in EBIS.

• Injections of 3He gas polarized in the external
cell into EBIS.

• 3He polarization inside the EBIS.

• Injections of polarized 3He+ ion beam into EBIS.

September 28, 2011
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I • •lonl r for oolcri

e-3
metastability
exchange
polarized cell.

3....... D 9 (pr o I).

umping laser
083 nm.

EBIS-ionizer,

2.5-1011

He++/pulse

He-transfer line. Valve.

-50,1 011 , 3He/pulse.
P=70-80%.



Direct optical pumping of the "fast"
3He(2S) beam (proposal).

o
"'1"'~

pumping

at 1083 nn

Optical

He++IEBIS I >

--+

He"
1

He"
source

lOrnA ofa 0.75 keV
energy He" ion beam

He(2S)

~ Na-vap~:~::::::::~:~~_-_-_-_-_---------_J N2-gas I
. . I cell ---r--~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:= ====.:========::==~:~!!!!!!~::~~~-~~~~~~~~~. '-.~~-

Ionizer cell

• After Na-neutralizer cell almost 100%.of He-atoms are in (235
1)

state. Energy defect-0.38 ev.
• Direct optical pumping can produce near 100% nuclear polarization

in He(2S) states. PC Hett) "180-900/0. .
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High Field MEOP

• Problems:

• Required space inside the EBIS for the
pumping cell, RF-coil.

• Pumping and probe laser beams inside
the EBIS.

• He-3 polarimetry.

• Pulsed valve inside the high field.

N
~
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Workshop on Opportunities for Polarized He-3 Beams for RHIC and EIC
BNL, Sep 29th, 2011
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current status of helicity PDFs

sea quark helicity PDFs in p + 3He

opportunities in e + 3He

single-spin asymmetry ALfor W bosons

pol. DIS with "neutrons" ; Bjorken sum

2



II

holy grail: proton spin sum a key measurement at a future Erc

A+=0 gauge version Jaffe, Manohar; Ji; ...

1
)..................

total u-d-s gluon angular
quark spin spin momentum

"quotable" properties of tne nucleon

equires good knowledge of ~g(x) and ~L(X) for a given Q2

not to mention orbital angular momentum (DAM)

• low x needed to capture most of the 1st moment integrals, e.g.

• however, should not focus too much on one moment; want to know full x-deo. I

• picture emerging from present data still rather fuzzy and inconclusive

3
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DSSV: de Florian, Sassot, MS, Vogelsang; PRLI0l (2008) 072001; PRD80 (2009) 034030

0.4

\D
~

o

0.2

gluon small (node?)

o in x-region

constrained by data

10-110 -2

-DSSV
+1

DSSV 2%

- DNS
GRSVSTD

-. GRSVVAL/

10-1

...

10-2

-
XL~d

10-1

x
10-2

x(8d+Ad)

X~ll

X(~11~8tl)

o

0.04

0.02
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-0.02

-0.06' '" """ ., I ' "Ii' ,.. ""'" "" "'I' ". • !l"' '" '" "" ". U B" '" " .. " 'I' , II 'J'I

-0.04

indications for non-trivial

sea quark polarizations

x x
surprising strangeness polarization

(also found in lattice QeD; sizable SU(3) breaking?) .
Bali et 01., 0811.0807; 0911.2407; 1011.2194

flavor separation only from SIDIS; depends on fragmentation functions (global NLO fit by DSS)
de Florian, Sassot, MS 4

-0.2

well constrainedo.2

total quark densities
x -) 1 behavior 0

to be determined



at LO:

extra weight
for each quark

allows for full flavor separation if enough hadrons are studied
actual analysis of data requires NLO QeD where X, z dependence is non-trivial

~Ievant quantities/measurements:

(un)polarized SIDIS cross sections

• for u, ubar, d, dbar, s, sbar separation need H =rr', n~, K+, K- (nice to have more)

complications/additional opportunities:

• PDF information entangled with fragmentation functions

• should be not a problem: already known pretty well (DSS), more data (Belle, LHC, ...)

•Ere: if needed, can play with x &z integration/binning to reduce uncertainties

(needs to be studied in more detail)
5
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certainly a relevant goal to aim for a full u,d flavor separation atRHIC

if we want to pursue this further, we can play with "pseudo data" for p3He

not a free lunch - significant integrated luminosity needed

would compete with other spin goals: more 200GeV running; transverse spin; .

jor.ken sum rule an important target to be pursued at an EIC
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Unraveling the transverse structure of nucleons
with p+He-3 and e+He-3

Zhongbo Kang
RIKEN BNL Research Center
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Workshop on opportunities for polarized He-3 in RHIC and EIC
. Brookhaven National Laboratory, Sep 28-30, 2011
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Exploring the nucleon: of fundamental importance in science

U.
1---&

Exploring QCD and
strong interaction:

Confinement,
Lattice QCD,

Asymptotic freedom,
perturbative QCD, ...

Fundamental properties:
Proton mass, spin,
magnetic moment,

understand them in terms
of the internal degrees of

freedom

"

Know what we are made of:
Most abundant particles

around us
Building blocks of all

elements

Tool for discovery:
Colliding high energy nucleons

New Physics beyond 8M
LHC, Tevatron,
RHIC, HERA, ...

Sep 29, 2011 Zhongbo Kang, RBRC/BNL 3



Hadron structure

• Proton is made of
• 2 up quarks + 1 down quarks

• + any number of quark-antiquark pairs

• + any number of gluons

"'So far the picture is more or less one-dimenslona

Ul
N

proton

xP

electron

4 ...me

~...
•
1M..
AI

•-

_III ...: .,......
~. f7"IIIl

Gluons dominate
low-x wave function

•
Sap 29,2011 Zhongbo Kang, RBRC/BNL 4



What about transverse motion?

• Uncertainty principle tells us that parton also carries transverse
momentum (k-l) r-:» AQ CD

II How do they move in the transverse plane?

II Do they orbit, and carry orbital angular momentum?

II moving from L-dimension to 3-dimension

29,2011 Zhongbo Kang, RBRC/BNL 5



Summary

• Spin is a useful tool to probe hadron structure

• Spin-dependent distribution, Sivers function has opposite sign for u
and d quark flavor

Polarized He-3 could be used to confirm and verify this opposite sign

Ul
~

If one could tag neutron, it typically leads to larger asymmetries

Still need more data to establish the theory for the transverse spin
phenomena: single inclusive jet, direct photon, Drell-Yan

Sep 29,2011 .Zhongbo Kang, RBRC/BNL 21



Spectator proton
tagging in e/p + 3He

lJl
lJl

J.H. Lee
BNL

BRO.....~EN Opportunities for polarized He-3 at RHIC and EIC, Sep 20 I I
NATIO~~·~TORY
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O utlin

• Spectator, forward proton tagging for
eRHIC and RHIC: What's involved

• Utilizing Roman Pot detectors in

e+3He at EIC

• p+3He at STAR/RHIC

2



orward protons in the key
measurements for EIC

• Diffractive proton in exclusive DeeplyVirtual
Compton Scattering (DVCS) process (ep -+ eyp):
access to the spatial distribution of partons in the

~ transverse plane: GPD (polarized, unpolarized)

• Spectator protons in polarized e+3He in inclusive
DIS for polarized neutron structure function
gln(x,Q2) and flavor separation in semi-inclusive
DIS

• •••

3
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Protons in elastic o+p: studying structure of
n (and Odderon)

Inelastic diffractive orotons in central process:

+n-+n+Mx+p to study constituent gluonic dear

of freedom

pectator protons in polarized O+3He

•••



Forward protons

• Scattered with ~O(mrad):Need Roman Pot to
detect

Large angle (high-t) acceptance mainly limited by
magnet aperture

~ Small angle (low-t) acceptance limited by beam
envelop (~ IOcr)
Reconstruction resolution limited by

- beam angular divergence (~O(50IJrad))

- uncertainties in vertex (x,y,z) and transport

5
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Spectator tagging necessary for identifying target nucleon in
e/p+3He

• Deflected spectator protons due to different rigidity can be
etected using Roman Pots

A common detector system ("forward proton spectrometer") can
be utilized for measuring diffractive protons and spectator protons
in 3H

• Currently assumed detector design can be optimized for better
acceptance and efficiency

izh luminosity and background effects in p+3He need to be studied

21
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Low energy He-3 polarimetry

• Polaized He-3 gas polarimetry. NMRJ optical polarimeter.

• Lamb-shift polarimeter at 10-100 keV.

• 3He++ beam polarization measurements in elastic scattering in
He-4J Deuterium (deuterated polyethylene) J Carbon targets
at 2 MeV/nucleon{6 MeV total beam energy) in the HEBT

transport line.

September 29, 2011



He-3 depolarization in the transfer line.

Pumping

•

~,

Polarizer
Cell

,
~_ ......

5 T-solenoid

... _ ...

r=:::::::=:J

6

T
~ 1 [) ~Ir-.1 Analyz

N
\0

Cell

• Polarized 3Hegas can be .t ransported without depolarization in the plastic tubes
(teflon coated metal tubes).

• There is a limitation 011 the magnetic field gradient in the transport line. The
estimations show that there is no depolarization with the real magnetic field of
the EBIS superconducting solenoid (Frank Simon, MIT, Bates).



- , depoJari tionin t transfer line,

Pumping

Polarizer
Cell

Analyzer
I~I II

• Polarized3He~ the plastic tubes
(teflon coated

• There is a limitation on the magnetic field gradient in the transport line. The
estimations show that there is no depolarization with the real magnetic field of
the EBIS superconducting solenoid (Frank Simon, MIT, Bates).
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NMR calibration of optical measurement
of nuclear polarization in 3He

JANUARY 1993

Lorenzen, T.R. Gentile, H. Gao, and Ri o. McKeown
W:K. Kellogg Radiatiofl LlIberatory,Cali!ornia Institute Technologyt PQSQdenat California 91J2

(Received 29 June 1992)
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Block diagram of the NMR electronics.
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Possible path forward.

• He-3 polarizing and analyzing apparatus development.

• Tests of He-3 depolarization in transfer line through

superconducting solenoid.

• 3He++ ion beam production in EBI5, acceleration to

• 2 MeV/nucleon (6 MeV total energy).

• Polarization measurements in elastic scattering 3He
beam in 4He target.

• Possibility of polarization optimization with Lamb-shift
polarimeter (high statistical accuracy).

\0
\0
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Theory of CNI polarimetry.with 3He

Workshopon Opportunitiesfor polarizedsHe in RHIC and EIC

Larry Trueman



2. EARLY RESULTS

years many measurements were made at BNL, at first all with

proton on carbon or proton targets. There was an earlier measurement made at Fermilab

E704, but that program was terminated with large errors on AN, the up-down asymmetry

called analyzing power. The BNL measurements were made at 24 at

i\.GS and 100 GeVIe at RHIC. The errors steadily irnproved.

These values of T fit the data pretty well. The choice of carbon for a target was pragmatic'

.but also very fortunate: it us directly the for the neutron

complernenting the proton target. The formulas we will use are very simple: The proton

asymmetry

A do _ 81f 1 ( I ""'*.)
N- - -- m (/J+'Pdt S 5

and the 3He asymmetry

A' deJ = 81f Im(cb ¢*)
N dt 8 1+ 6

are given in terms of the two spin-flip amplitudes <Ps and

parametrized ill terms of the non-flip amplitude ¢+ as

and

(2.1)

(2.2)

which are standardly

Both are energy dependent.

One of the main objectives of my work was to determine the energy dependence of the flip

factors which I did using Regge theory. The energy dependence is found to be important,

but the z-dependence is argued to be unimportant over the tiny momentum transfer range

of the eNI experiments.

We call use these numbers to evaluate the analyzing power of 3He. The next figure show

the calculated energy dependence of real and .imaginary parts.

The real 'parts just shift the analyzing power up or down uniformly while the imaginary

of V'VL.LVV"-"\" curve. Explicitly:

(8, i) == t) - p(s)IrnTp(s) (tclt) +

68
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Theory of eNI polarimetry with 3He
Workshop on Opportunities for polarized 3He in RHIC and EIe

1. BACKGROUND

years ago me an interesting

question: t he RHIC polarimeter group was focusing on the use of a coulomb-nuclear interfer

ence as promising way to a measurement . of the

proton beams in RHIC. This requires the precise measurement of the up-down or left-right

asymmetry in very small t of proton-proton elastic ideal case,

discuss ed many years ago by Schwinger, the asymmetry is exactly calculable in terms of the

one-photon exchange amplitude given in terms of a and the anomalous magnetic moment

of tile pro ton interfering with the nuclear amplitude which is known in terms of tile pp total

cross section O"tot and p the ratio of real to imaginary parts of the strong PP amplitude. This

gives a very nice measurable asymmetry and then directly the beam polarization.

This method assumes that the nuclear amplitude does not have a spin-flip part to interfere

with the one-photon exchange non-flip amplitude. And this was the crux of Yousef's ques

t ion: how well do we know that the nuclear spin-flip is small enough to allow this calculation

to be used? It was commonly believed and often insisted upon that the high energy nuclear

amplitude was spin independent, but Elliot and I were not sure of that. So we organized a

little workshop of unbiased experts: Nigel Buttimore, Jacques Soffer and Boris Kopeliovich

to join with Elliot and me to look very hard at the question. The conclusion that we came to

was parameter TS that measures the ratio of flip to non-flip scattering was limited

at best , both experimentally and theoretically, to 15% while the experiments to be carried

out required a of Following up on this the next few years the

five of us went off alone or in various subgroups to see what we could do.

lot experience, but the key conclusion came to was

way was t o measure T making use of a polarized hydrogen target. You didn't need to do

all we did to conclusion, but a was

not an easy job and we did not know at the time if one would be available in time for our

72
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Experimental Issues with Carbon Polarimetry for He-3

Haixin Huang
Brookhaven National Lab

To use carbon eNI polarimeter for He-3, the electronics remains thesame, The two potential problems are the target heating
and Si detector acceptance. The analysis of target heating and Si detector acceptance are performed and the results show that
the target heating is not worse than proton for the given He-3 beam conditions. The Si detector acceptance actually will be
better than proton case. IN short, there should be no show stopper to use carbon polarimeter for He-3.
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He-3 Beam Conditions
Intensity: 1*10 1\ l I/bunch

Emittance: IOn (for estimation purpose only)

Energy Momentum y

AGS Injection 5.05GeV 4. 19GeV/c 1.79

AGS Extraction 33.30GeV 33.18GeV/c 11.83

RHIC Store 501GeV 501.14GeV/c 178.04

For He-3: higher momentum, but lower y. Acceptance of detectors will be
better. The equilibrium temperature is affected by higher energy deposit,
larger physical beam size, and lower beam intensity.
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RHIC Si Detector Acceptance
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. Summary
. • . The equilibrium temperature for He-3 is not worse than proton for

the given running conditions.

• The detector acceptance is improved due to higher energy.

• Bottom line is that there is no show stopper from polarimeter
hardware.
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Systematic Uncertainties
in Polarimetry: RHIe pp lessons

w. Schmidke - Brookhaven National Laboratory

The systematic uncertainties of the RHIe proton polarization
iasurernent are discussed. The overall polarization scale is set
the polarized hydrogen target polarimeter. The uncertainty on
~ scale is dominated by the Breit-Rabi polarimeter measuring
~ target; other systematic effects largely cancel. The proton-carbon
larimeter uncertainty is largely due to the strong dependence of
~ proton-carbon analyzing power on the scattered carbon energy.
•tability in the energy scale of the recoil carbon detection is a

contributing factor. However, the passage of scattered carbon nuclei
through carbon target material introduces systematic effects through
energy loss and multiple scattering. Instability in the target orientation
relative to the detectors can shift the measured carbon energy spectrum,
leading to sizable uncertainties in the polarization measurement.

1
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•

1 tIck-I5OkeV
• 1st point: the energy scale uncertainty of the Si

detectors introduces uncertainty on AN' P

• e.g. estimated dead layer in Si -60 f.,tg/cm2
; 12C in T range lose -200 keV

• uncertainty of -1 0% on dead layer~ 5% uncertainty on A
N
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12C multiple scattering in target
• Th -I 12C I d It- I Z =direction along beame recoi a so un ergo mu Ip e Z =0 perpendicular to target

Coulomb scattering, RMS angle 8
RMS
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nult, scat. -all perpendicular to beam
detector 18cm from target
rore material ~ more events larger 8, Z:

'er energy ~ larger scattering angles
• Mean energy drops at larger 8, Z:

• Consider all effects ~ simple simulation \l

(already used for these plots)

• On top of this is the energy loss in target
(previous slide)
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Simple simulation
Z =detector center along beam

. Z-det various L : Z = 0 perpendicular to target
, max • 1.;5 , , , • • , , , • , , • , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , •• •

AN/AN0

• O=no material
• Rotate target about vert. axis:

~. 1,4,9 = nominal target 90°,15° ,5°
4,9 = 2x thick. target 30°,15 0

4,9 = 4x thick. target 90°,450

target rotates, thickness varies
can change by >15%

target sways lonqltudinally
,_-det varies), few % shifts if
target-detector -centered;
much worse if misaligned

target sway

=> Target orientation, alignment significant effect on AN

that was justa simulation, we have some data" 6



3 n t lari try for HI

Yousef I. Makdisi

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Coulomb Nuclear Interference process has us well in proton polarimetry.
e was measured to be fairly constant from RHIC injection to the highest
~ propose to this to polarimetry beams. Carbon polarimeters will used for

have to be calibrated using either a 3He jet or possibly a cell to
density. beam calibration will rely on 3He- 3He elastic and identical

the analyzing power the same whether the or the beam polarized.
course the jet or cell polarization will be measured using a The recoil ~V"""VA

Kinematics are to what we are in proton polarimetry that the same equipment could be
Interchangeably proton and beams.

Opportunities for Polarized He-3 in RHIC and EIC
September 28-30, 2011
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Analyzing power in pp-Hjetand p-Carbon CNI

24 GeV: PRD 79 1 094014(2009)

31 GeV: Preliminary
100 GeV: PLB 638 (2006) 45'0

250 GeV: Preliminary

N
L LABORATORY ,

Possibly an unpolarized hydrogen Jet for higher intensity?



he Polarimetry Requirements for RHI

The polarimeters should operate over a very wide range
Protons: 24 to 250 GeV, 3He: 10 to 160 GeV
The physics program requires precision polarimetry 5%

Polarimeter calibration is required at each energy

Beam polarization profile(s)

Polarization lifetime or decay during a store

Polarization measurement on the ramp

unch to bunch emittance measurements
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We need a system for calibration

• Use a polarized Helium 3 target the polarization ofwhich is measured through
a different process

• Use the calibrated polarized proton beam to measure AN vs t in p-3He elastic
Scattering (see L. Trueman's presentation)

• But if one can calculate the Analyzing power in 3He - 3He elastic scattering

• No breakup as the eNI process with momentum transfer < 1 MeV well below
The nuclear binding energy

• Use a polarized 3He Jet and utilize the identical "entities" principle in 3He - 3He
elastic scattering and simultaneously measured AN using the Jet polarization and then
turn around and measure the beam polarization.

'EN
L LABORATORY



The HERMES Target (proof of principle)

· 3He gas

• Polarized using metastabilty- exchange optical pumping

• Helium polarization in the cell measured at 54% (higher later?)
• Just learned the Mainz target reached 90%

• Target thickness (cell) IxI015 nucleons/ ern? ifjet only a factor of
I00 lower intensity with longitudinal and transverse polarization

• The target polarization was measured using the positron beam
scattering. We need to find a different way

differential pumping was employed for beam vacuum
BRO N

NATIO L LABORATORY
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What Next?

• A theoretical estimate of the analyzing power of 3He - 3He
elastic scattering in the CNI region

• Experimentally measure AN in p-3He and 3He -3He elastic
scattering at various energies

· The AGS is good start and the sweet energy is for
injection into RHIC ..

• The selection of the recoil particle is similar to what has been
employed in our current systems

• If successful, then employ at RHIC

· We need to find a suitable location if the polarized
hydrogen jet is to remain in place.

• . Lots of work ahead....

BRO EN
NATIO . L LABORATORY
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Online Polarimeter display
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h I arbon eNI polarimeter

· Can we use 3He - Carbon CNI?

Pro:

We can do polarization profiles

Use an existing system

Con:

Impact on the beam

Will the helium breakup?



The Local Polarimeters

Needed for setting up the spin rotators

· The ZDCs measure a significant forward neutron
asymmetry should we expect a similar analyzing
power from Helium scattering?

· Do we need to measure the spectator proton?

· Roman Pots?

· We need theoretical guidance

80••
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I The Local Polarimeters Cont'd I

The BBe polarimeters

· Measure inclusive charged hadron production in the
forward direction. A small analyzing power but with
high rate. I suspect similar results from Helium
scattering.

· We need theoretical guidance

· Should we think of some other schemes?



d measurements

AG

Do we need to measure beam polarization near injection?

The CNI targets do not allow this

hall we employ a different process at low

The CNI polarimeter is well poised for pol. 3He-Carbon
measurements AGS extraction enerzies
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Ion Polarization Requirements

• High polarization degree of stored high-current ion beams

• Ion polarization preservation during acceleration and
storage

· Capability to provide both longitudinal and transverse
proton and 3He++ polarization in both straights

· Capability to provide both longitudinal and transverse
deuteron polarization

• Ability to accommodate highly polarized 6Li+++ ion beam



Physics with polarized 3He and D

• ''Having both polarized 3He and D... will greatly enhance the
study of both binding energy effects on nucleon structure
(the EMC effect in 3He and D) and the spin structure
functions ofquasi-free neutrons. 1/

•

•

"Experiments with polarized deuterium where the proton is
tagged in the final state are important to study the free
neutron properties. 1/

".. the deuteron is natural one for extracting the polarized
gluon information. 1/

,..-..l
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'''If- 60 GeVlc proton
COlliderring
(cold ring)
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Summary

• Figure-S design .provides spin preservation and control .at acceleration in boosters
for polarized p, d and 3He++

/With reference to BNL experience with polarized protons in AGS and RHle/

• Proton, 3He++ and deuteron longitudinal and transverse polarization schemes in
twisted collider ring conceptually established. Tracking and studying limits of lon~
term polarization maintenance underway.

• Stacking of high. current polarized 3He++ by use of electron cooling in pre-booster

is proposed. Design and study underway.

N
o
--'

• Study of the proposed single-turn and many-turn Spin Flipping systems is underwa.
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ITRANSPORT OF POLARIZED 3He2+ IN BOOSTER AND AGS i

F.Meot

Brookhaven National Laboratory, C-AD/AP

SUMMARY

various aspects of the acceleration of 3He2+ through Booster and AGS are reviewed. Booster and
~S with the two partial snakes should allow polarization transmission comparable to protons' or
ter.
further possibilities of bringing extaction rigidity from booster and from AGS closer to proton ones

are explored. That could bring possibilities of easing spin transmission in AGS at the low energy end
of the cycle. That would improve beam optics at AGS injection as well, being the snakes used in a
better working range. Extraction towards RHIC beyond G.gamma=51 would require crossing the
strong AGS resonance 60-Qy.
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INCREASED EXTRACTION ENERGY FROM BOOSTER

iterest :
'Y = - 7.5 is Bp = 6.97 'Lm, even lower than proton G, = 4.5, Bp = 7.21 ;
is low-rigidity region is less favorable as to snake optics : perturbed ring focusing, coupling.

• Extract in G, - -10.5 region or even beyond, for AGS snakes purpose.
- For instance, below booster's 6+Qy resonance (needs Qy> 4.5) if -10.5 (Bp - 10.8 'Lm), Will in
addition escape AGS 0+.
- If, further, B p 15"Lm (G, -+ - 14) then will get closer to better behaved region in snake optics.
- Note: still below transition, ~G,ltr > 16) , and below max. Bp = 17 T.m.
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OVERCOMING IMPERFECTION RESONANCES BEYOND G')I = 60 - Qy IN AGS WITH 3He2+
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Case oftracking below

{ Discussed further on

Comments
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Warm snake

Irotonl

. .. . { proton: 75.9 --t 104.7 T.m
ipping across imperfection resonances, G')I : 43.5 --t 60, rlgldlties : 3He2+ : 48.47 --t 67.0 T.m

. { proton : Yeo ~ 8 mm
angle particle on vertical orblt : 3He2+ : Yeo ~ 5 mm

I orbit < 1 mm, H and V invariants ~zero, 8p/plsyneh. < 10-4
•

13He2+ I, tentative, snakes unchanged
150/0+25%
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TENTATIVE TRACKING OF 3He2+ THROUGH 60-Qy

- Snakes have their nominal field, 2.1 T and 1.5 T,
- Optics : Qx/Qy 8.72 / 8.97. Orbits are H « 1 mm, V ~ 1 tnm peak. Jump quads off,
- For reference : zero emittances case is that shown on slide 4.
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Proton, for comparison. Ex ~ 15w norm.,
~ 2 1f norm., dp j p E [-10- 3, + 10- 3] .

:L_
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0_2

0.0

- _ 2

- . 4

.6

• 8

- 1 _ - - -- - - -- 70

Single particle, 3He2+. Ex ~ 0,
Ey ~ 1.25wInm.mrad norm.,

dpjp [-10- 4,+10- 4].

0_8

0_6

3He2+. Ex ~ 1.251f, Ey very small,
dpjp E [-10-4 , +10-4].

• Depolarization may result from betatron coupling [Ref.H.Huang et al, PAC97]. Need investigate
with simulations including coupling correction.
• Worth exploring increased snake strength: cold snake is 700/0, warm snake is 1.5 T with 2600 Amp
in 0.5 Tesla/kAmp worldng region.
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• Note: Warm snake is operated at "-'2600 Amp. [Ref.J.Takano,EPAC2004], a region of 0.5 Tesla/kA.
Increasing the angle -+ matter of (i) power supply, (ii) saturation effects.
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utline

• Introduction

- accelerating polarized beams to high energy

• Possibllltv of oolarized light ions in

- Deuteron and others

e3

• With current layout

• Alternatives

• Luminosity perspective

• "ummary

Ie

o
~



Depolarizing mechanism in a synchrotron

• When perturbations on spin vector from horizontal
field are coherently built up, a polarization loss can
happen

• Imperfection resonance
- From dipole errors, quadruple misalignments

~ -- Gy =k, k is an integer
- Scales with the size of vertical closed orbit distortion

• Intrinsic resonance
- From betatron oscillation
-- Gy =kP±Qy, where P is the super periodicity of the

accelerator, Qy is the vertical betatron tune

BRDOIdiA~
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nake depolarization re

Condition
mQ = Q +ky s

w

o even oroer resonance
isappears in the two snake case if the closed orbit is
erfect

•
o odd order resonance

riven by the intrinsic spin resonances
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Summary

• Current RHIC dual snake configuration can accelerate He3 to
its store energy if beam control can be improved by another
factor of 2

- Closed orbit distortion, spin tune shift/spread, betatron
shift/tune spread

• Alternatively, another two pairs of snake for each ring will
- Eliminate high order snake resonances and open up more room in the

betatron tune space to accommodate acceleration as well as store

- Relax the very tight requirements on beam control

- And most importantly, there are still rooms in RHIC to accommodate
them!! !

~
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Open questions and necessary tests for
polarized He-3 in RHIC/EIC

Thomas Roser

1

He-3 workshop
September 28 ... 30, 2011



Towards polarized He-3 in RHIC

- Polarized He-3 from EBIS

• Polarimeter after EBIS linac at 2 MeV/n (He-3, He-4 elastic scattering?)

• Unpolarized He-3 from EBIS:
., Injection into Booster at low rigidity

e Acceleration in Booster, AGS, RHIC?

o Test carbon polarimeters .

• Acceleration ofpolarized He-3 in Booster and transfer to AGS
o Vertical tune in Booster < 4.19 !!

• Measure polarization at AGS injection energy, no depolarization?

• Accelerate He-3 in AGS and measure polarization on ramp and extraction
energy

Calibrate AN of carbon polarimeter at extraction energy with up/down ramp?

• Transfer to RHIC and calibrate carbon polarimeter in RHIC (which ring?)

• Absolute polarization measurement at RHIC injection with pol. He-3 jet/cell

• Accelerate in RHIC and measure polarization on ramp and at store energy

• Calibrate AN of carbon polarimeter at store energy with up/down ramp

Absolute polarization measurement at RHIC store with pol. He-3 jet/cell

2
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Number of snakes in RHIC

Acceleration in RHIC will need more than snakes (OK up to 56 GeV/n)

Ideally six snakes but four may be enough:

3

~

uilt two additional snakes initially and test with polarized protons?



Other open questions

Explore alternative polarimeter schemes

e Elastic polarized electron on polarized He-3 scattering

e

Does DX magnet have to moved for p-He3 collisions?
<) Rigidity ratio: p-He3: 1.5; d-Au: 1.25

• Expect the luminosity ofp-He3 to be similar to pp, will benefit from electron
lenses in the same way as pp.

Interesting processes (W production, Drell-Yan) could use even more luminosity
-> implement strong cooling and large crossing angle collisions

4
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~

ollisions with large crossing ansle
Head-on collisions:

Luminosity loss from hour-glass effect requires
shorter bunch length for smaller beta-star

Reducing bunch length limited by peak current
and instabilities

Difficult to reduce beta-star without reducing
emittance and momentum spread

Large crossing-angle collisions:

To be beneficial needs low emittance beams
(strong cooling: synchrotron rad. or CeC)

Separate bunches outside high luminosity region
to avoid beam-beam effect from low luminosity region.

Reducing beam emittance back to beam-beam limit

Smaller emittance and shorter overlap region allows for smaller beta-star

For Nb/k particles colliding:

L 1 k /k /k~ _1_ Nb Ryd
2

=_1_ Ryd
2

= LO
Y 4Jr 8 n 1:b [1 4Jr ke; e; 4Jr 1:b 8~ / k Y
RHIC: overlap length>- 10 em, (95%) ,..., In urn , ~* ,..., 10 cm luminosity,..., xl0

Effect of long range beam-beam?

5
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Workshop on Opportunities forPolarizedHe-Lin RHJC andElf" -- sponsored by the RIK... Page 1 of2
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Thursday 29 September 2011

September 29% 20ll-Morning : Physics with colliding polarized He-3 beams - Brookhaven Center,

Bldg. 30 (09:00-12:00)

[11] Unraveling the transverse structure of nucleons wi p+He-3 and e+He-3(30+15 Dr. KANG, Zhong Bo

min)

LEE, J.H.

SEIDL, Ralf

Break

[12] Tagging back-scattered protons with pp2pp@STAR (30+15 min)

[13] Discussion: Further physics topics with polarized He-3 (30+ ~5 min)

time rid] title presenter

struct, of nucleons wi p+He-3+He-3 collisions (30+15 Dr. STRATMAN, M.

September 29, 2011 - After.80D : Polarimetry at low and high energies - Brookhaven Center, Bldg.

30 (13:00-18:15)

time rid] title

[14] He-3 polarization measurement at low energy (30+15 min)

[15] Theory of eNI polarimetry with He-3 (30+15 min)

[16] Experimental CNI polarimetry with He-3 (30+15 min)

Coffee Break

[17] Systematic errors in polarization measurements (30+15

[18] He-3 polarization measurement with a jet target (30+15)

(20] Discussion: Open questions and possible solutions for He-3 polarization
measurements

presenter

Dr. ZELENSKI, Anatoli

Dr. TRlJEMAN, Larry

Dr. HUANG, Haixin

Dr. SCHMIDKE, William

Dr. MAKDISI, Yousef

Dr. MAKDISI, Yousef
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.W orksnor: on Opportuniues for Polarized He-3 in EIe -- socnsored by the HH<ENBNL Research Center ,I Friday 30 September 2011

Friday 30 September 2011

September 38,2011- Morning: Polarized lle-3 in Booster, AGS, RHIC and EIC - Brookhaven

30 (09:00-12:30)

[25]

[24] Discussion: Open questions and necessary tests for polarized He-3 in RHICIEIC Dr. ROSER, Thomas

time [id] title

[21] Polarized He-3 in ELIC (30+ 15 min)

[22] Polarized He-3 in Booster and AGS (30+15 min)

Coffee Break

[23] Polarized He-3 in RHIC (30+ 15l1}.in)

presenter

Dr. DERBENEV, Slava

Dr. MEaT, Francois

Dr. BAI, Mei .
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Additional RIKEN BNL Research Center Proceedings:

Volume 104

Volume 103

Volume 102

Volume 101

Volume 100

Volume 99

Volume 98

Volume 97

Volume 96

Volume 95

Volume 94

Volume 93

Volume 92

Volume 91

Volume 90

Volume 89

Volume 88

Volume 87

Volume 86

Volume 85

Volume 84

Volume 83

Volume 82

Volume 81

Volume 80

Volume 79

Volume 78

Volume 77

Volume 76

Volume 75

Volume 74

Volume 73

Volume 72

Volume 71

Volume 70

Volume 69

Volume 68

Volume 67

Volume 66

Volume 65

Volume 64

- Brookhaven Summer Program Quarkonium Production in Elementary and Heavy Ion Collisions, June 6-18,

- BNL-96171-2011

.... Opportunities for Drell-Yan Physics at RHIC, BNL, May 11-13, 2011 - BNL-95236-2011-2011

- Initial State Fluctuations and Final-State Particle Correlations, BNL, February 2-4, 2011 - BNL-94704-2011

- RBRC Scientific Review Committee Meeting, October 27-29, 2010 - BNL-94589-2011

- Summer Program on Nucleon Spin Physics, BNL, July 14-27, 2010 - BNL-96163-2011

- The Physics ofW and Z Bosons, BNL, June 24-25, 2010 - BNL-94287-2010

- Saturation, the Color Glass Condensate and the Glasma: What Have we Learned from RHIC?, BNL - May 10-

12, 2010 - BNL-94271 -2010

- RBRC Scientific Review Committee Meeting, October 21-22, 2009 - BNL-90674-2009

and CP-Odd Effects in Hot and Dense Matter, April 26-30, 2010 - BNL-94237-2010

- Progress in Physics at March 2010 - BNL-94214-2Q10

- Summer Program on Nucleon Spin Physics at LBL, June 1-12, 2009

- PHENIX Spinfest School 2009 at BNL - July 1-31, 2009. BNL-90343 -2009

Link: PHENIXSpinfestSchool2009@BNL

- PKU-RBRC Workshop on Transverse Spin Physics, June 30-July 4, 2008, Beijing, China, BNL-81685-2008

- RBRCScientific Review Committee Meeting, November 17-18, 2008 - BNL-81556-2008

- PHENIX Spinfest School 2008 at BNL, August 4-8, 2008 - BNL-81478-2008

- Understanding QGP through Spectral Functions and Euclidean Correlators, April 23-25, 2008 - BNL-81318-

2008

- Hydrodynamics in Heavy Ion Collisions and QeD Equation of State, April 21-22, 2008 - BNL-81307-2008

-: RBRC Scientific Review Committee Meeting, November 5-6, 2007 - BNL-79570-2007

- Global Analysis of Polarized Parton Distributions in the RHIC Era, October 8, 2007 - BNL-79457-2007

- Parity-Violating Spin Asymmetries at RHIC-BNL, April 26~27, 2007 - BNL-79146-2007

- Domain Wall Fermions at Ten Years, March 15-17, 2007 - BNL 77857-2007

- QCD in Extreme Conditions, July 31-August 2, 2006 - BNL-76933-2006

- RHIC Physics in the Context of the Standard Model, June 18-23, 2006 - BNL-76863-200~

- Parton Orbital Angular Momentum (Joint RBRC/University of New Mexico Workshop) February 24-26, 2006 -

BNL-75937-2006

- Can We Discover the QCD Critical Polnt at RHIC?, March 9-10, 2006 - BNL-75692-2006

- Strangeness in Collisions, February 16-17,2006 - BNL-79763-2008

- Heavy Flavor Productions and Hot/Dense Quark Matter, Dec 12-14, 2005 ,- BNL-76915-2006

- RBRC Scientific Review Committee Meeting - BNL-52649-2005

- Odderon Searches at RHIC, September 27-29, 2005 - BNL-75092-2005

- Single Spin Asymmetries, June 1-3, 2005 - BNL-74717-2005

- RBRC QCDOCComputer Dedication and Symposium on RBRC QCDOC, May 26, 2005 - BNL-74813-2005

- Jet Correlations at RHIC, March 10-11, 2005 - BNL-73910-200S

- RHICSpin Collaboration Meetings XXXI(January 14, 2005), XXXII (February 10, 2005), XXXIII (March 11,

2005) - BNL-73866-2005 .
- Classical and Quantum Aspects of the Color Glass Condensate - BNL-73793-200S

- Strongly Coupled Plasmas: Electromagnetic, Nuclear & Atomic BNL-73867-2005

- RBRC Scientific Review Committee BNL-73546-2004

- Workshop on the Physics Programme of the RBRe and UKQCD QCDOC Machines - BNL-73604-2004

- High Performance Computing with BlueGene/L and QCDOC Architectures

- RHIC Spin Collaboration Meeting XXIX, October 8-9, 2004, Torino Italy - BNL-73534-2004

- RHIC Spin Collaboration Meetings XXVII (July 22, 2004), XXVIII (September 2, 2004), XXX (December 6,

2004) - BNL-73506-2004

- Theory Summer Program on RHIC Physics - BNL-73~63-2004
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Volume 63

Volume 62

Volume 61

Volume 60

Volume 59

Volume 58

Volume 57

Volume 56

Volume 55

Volume 54

Volume 53

Volume 52

Volume 51

Volume 50

Volume 49

Volume 48

Volume 47

Volume 46

Volume 45

Volume 44

Volume 43

Volume 42

Volume 41

Volume 40

Volume 39

Volume 38

Volume 37

Volume 36

Volume 35

Volume 34

Volume 33

Volume 32

Volume 31

Volume 30

Volume 29

Volume 28

Volume 27

Volume 26

Volume 25

Volume 24

Volume 23

Volume 22

Volume 21

Volume 20

Volume 19

Volume 18

- RHIC Spin Collaboration Meetings XXIV (May 21, ,2004), XXV (May 27, 2004), XXVI (June 1, 2004) - BNL-

72397-2004

- New Discoveries at' RHIC, May 2004 - 72391-2004

- RIKEN-TODAI Mini Workshop on "Topics in Hadron Physics at RHIC", March 23-24, 2004 - BNL-72336-2004

- Lattice QCD at Finite Temperature and Density - BNL-72083-2004

- RHIC Spin Collaboration Meeting XXI (January '22, 2004), XXII (February 27, 2004), XXIII (March 19, 2004)-

BNL-72382-2004

- RHIC Spin Collaboration Meeting XX - BNL-71900-2004

- High pt Physics at RHIC, December 2-6, 2003 - BNL-72069~2004

- RBRC Scientific Review Committee Meeting - BNL-71899-2003

- Collective Flow and QGP·Properties - BNL-71898-2003

- RHIC Spin Collaboration Meetings XVII, XVIII, XIX - BNL-71751-2003

Studies Polarized pp SCattering - BNL-71747-2003

- RIKEN School on QCD "Topics on the Proton" - BNL-71694-2003

- RHIC Spin Collaboration Meetings XV, XVI - BNL-71539-2003

- High Performance Computing with QCDOC and BlueGene - BNL-71147-2003

- RBRC Scientific Review Committee Meeting - BNL-52679

- RHIC Spin Collaboration Meeting XIV - BNL-71300-2003

- RHIC Spin Collaboration Meetings XII, XIII - BNL-71118-2003

- Large-Scale Gomputations in Nuclear Physics using the QCDOC - BNL-52678

- Summer Program: Current and Future Directions at RHIC - BNL-71035

- RHIC Spin Collaboration Meetings VIII, IX, X, XI - BNL-71117-2003

- RIKEN Winter School - Quark-Gluon Structure the Nucleon and QCD -BNL-52672

- Baryon Dynamics at RHIC - BNL-52669

- Hadron Structure from Lattice QCD - BNL-52674

- Theory Studies for RHIC-Spin - ,BNL-52662

- RHIC Spin Collaboration Meeting VII - BNL-52659

- RBRCScientific Review Committee Meeting - BNL-52649

- RHIC Spin Collaboration Meeting VI (Part 2) - BNL-52660

- RHIC Spin Collaboration Meeting VI - BNL-52642

- RIKEN Winter School - Quarks, Hadrons and Nuclei - QCD Hard Processes and the Nucleon Spin - BNL-52643

Energy QCD: Beyond the Pomeron - BNL-52641

Physics at RHIC in Year-l Beyond - BNL-52635

- RHIC Spin Physics V - BNL-52628

- RHIC Spin Physics III & IV Polarized Partons at High Q"2 Region - BNL-52617

- RBRC Scientific Review Committee Meeting - BNL-52603

7'" Future Transversity Measurements - BNL-52612

- Equilibrium & Non-Equilibrium Aspects of Hot, Dense QCD - BNL-52613

- Predictions and Uncertainties for RHIC Spin Physics & Event Generator for RHIC Spin Physics III - Towards

Precision Spin Physics at RHIC - BNL-52596

- Circum-Pan-Pacific RIKEN Symposium on High Energy Spin Physics - BNL-52588

- RHIC Spin - BNL-52581

Society Japan Biannual Meeting Symposium on QCD Physics at BNL Research Center - BNL-

52578

- Coulomb and Pion-Asymmetry Polarlmetrv and Hadronic Spin Dependence at RHIC Energies - BNL-52589

- OSCARII: Predictions for RHIC - BNL-52591

- RBRC Scientific Review Committee Meeting - BNL-52568

- Gauge-Invariant Variables in Gauge Theories - BNL-52590

- Numerical Algorithms at Non-Zero Chemical Potential - BNL-52573

- Event Generator for RHIC Spin Physics - BNL-52571
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Volume 17

Volume 16

Volume 15

Volume 14

Volume 13

Volume 12

Volume 11

Volume 10

Volume 9

Volume 8

Volume 7

Volume 6

Volume 5

Volume 4

Volume 3

Volume 2

Volume 1

- Hard Parton Physics in High-Energy Nuclear Collisions - BNL-52574

- RIKEN Winter School - Structure of Hadrons - Introduction to QCD Hard Processes - BNL-52569

- QCD Phase Transitions - BNL-52561

- Quantum Fields In and Out of Equilibrium - BNL-52560

- Physics of the 1 Teraflop RIKEN-BNL-Columbia QCD Project First Anniversary Celebration - BNL-66299

- Quarkonium Production in Relativist ic Nuclear Collisions - BNL-52559

- Event Generator for RHIC Spin Physics - BNL-66116

- Physics of Polarimetry at RHIC - BNL-65926

- High Density Matter in AGS, SPS and RHIC Collisions - BNL-65762

- Fermion Frontiers in Vector Lattice Gauge Theories - BNL-65634

- RHIC Spin Physics - BNL-65615

- Quarks and Gluonsin the Nucleon - BNL-65234

- Color Superconductivity, Instantons and Parity (Non?)-Conservation at High Baryon Density - BNL-65105

- Ineuquratlcn Ceremony, September 22 and Non-Equilibrium Many Body Dynamics -BNL-64912

- Hadron Spin-Flip at RHIC Energies - BNL-64724

- Perturbative QCD as a Probe of Hadron Structure - BNL-64723

- Open Standards for Cascade Models for RHIC - BNL-64722
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For information please contact:

Ms. Rachel Inguanta Nieves
Physics Department
Building 510C
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NY 11973-5000 USA

Ms. Annabelle Petway
Collider Accelerator Department
Building 911B
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NY 11973-5000 USA

Phone:
Fax:
E-Mail:

(631) 344-3500
(631) 344-3253
irachel@bnl.gov .

Phone:
Fax:
E-Mail:

(631) 344-4776
(631) 344-5954
petway@bnl.gov

Homepage: https://indico.bnl.gov/conferenceDisplay.py?ovw==True&confld==405
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